
This paper makes a serious attempt to understand 
whether there exists a case o f  market efficiency in 
Indian capital market as understood by efficient 
m arket hypothesis. It starts by d iscussing how  
various au thors are cha lleng ing  the e ffic ien t  
m arker hypothesis. In order to confirm whether 
the efficient market hypothesis is applicable to the 
Indian Stock Market, the study has used the NSE  
NIFTY returns fo r  the last decade and tested them 
fo r  normality. While analyzing the CNX NIFTY  
returns data fo r  the p er io d  fro m  J u ly l9 9 0  to 
October 2002 it was found that the tails were a bit 
fatter, and more significantly the peak around the 
mean was higher than predicted  by the normal 
distribution. The most common explanation o f  the 
fa t  tails is that information shows up in infrequent 
clumps, rather than in a smooth and continuous 
fashion. Incidence o f  three and fo u r  sigma event 
have also been observed. The daily returns are 
positively skewed fo r  NIFTY and contain a large 
frequency o f  returns around the mean. Finally, two 
important tests have been perform ed using these 
data: the Variance ratio test and the Rescaled  
Range (R/S) Analysis to test fo r  persistence in the 
NIFTY daily returns.
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Introduction

A ccording to the E fficient M arkets Hypothesis 
(EMH) an efficient capital market is one in which 
security prices adjust rapidly to the arrival o f new 
inform ation, and therefore, the current prices of 
securities reflect all information about the security. 
Three sets o f assumptions imply an efficient capital 
market: (a) an efficient market requires that a large 
number of competing profit-maximizing participants 
analyze and value securities, each independently of 
the others, (b) new information regarding securities 
come to the market in a random fashion, and the timing 
of one announcement is generally independent of 
others, and (c) the competing investors attempt to 
adjust security prices rapidly to reflect the effect of 
new information. Although the price adjustment may 
be im perfec t, it is unb iased . ThiS m eans that 
sometimes the market will over-adjust or under-adjust, 
but an investor cannot predict which will occur at 
any given time. If we believe that efficient market 
hypothesis is a valid proposition, then the current asset 
p rices shou ld  re fle c t a ll g en era lly  av a ilab le  
information. The efficient market hypothesis implies 
tha t since m arket p rices re fle c t a ll availab le  
information, including die information about the future, 
the only difference between the prices at Pt and Pt+ i 
are events that we cannot possibly predict, i.e. a 
random event. Hence, in an efficient market, stock 
prices can be statistically tested for random walk 
hypothesis.

Recently the efficient markets hypothesis and the 
notions connected with it have provided the basis for 
a great deal o f research in financial economics. A 
voluminous literature has developed supporting this 
hypothesis. Briefly stated, the hypothesis claims that 
asset prices are rationally related to economic realities
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and always incorporate all the information available 
to the market. This implies the absence of exploitable 
excess profit opportunities. The early survey of Fama 
(1965) concluded that the stock market was efficient. 
Fama (1965) analyzed the distribution o f a large data 
set and showed that empirical evidence seems to 
ctMiifai die random walk hypothesis: a series o f prices 
changes have no memory. The main theoretical 
explanation that lies behind this observation is the 
efficient market hypothesis. The EMH has received 
a lot of empirical support in the academic literature 
during seventies and eighties. This line of thought has 
always been received with a lot of skepticism in the 
professional community, which led to the use of charts 
and technical analysis rules for trading strategies in 
markets. Professionals have always claimed that 
classical sta tis tical tests are m ainly linear and 
therefore, unable to capture the complex pattern of 
p rice changes exh ib it. H ow ever desp ite  the 
w idespread allegiance to the notion o f m arket 
efficiency, a number of studies have suggested that 
certain assQt prices are not rationally related to 
economic realities. For example, Summers(1986) 
argues that market valuations differ substantially and 
persistently from rational valuations and that existing 
evidence based on common techniques does not 
establish that financial markets are efficient.

Time series forecasting is an important research area in 
several domains. Traditionally, forecasting research and 
practice has been dominated by statistical methods. As 
we get to know more about the dynamic nature of the 
financial markets, the weakness of traditional methods 
become apparent. In the last few years, research has 
focused on understanding the nature of financial markets 
before applying methods of forecasting in domains 
including stock markets, financial indices, bonds, 
currencies and varying types of investments.

As Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay argue (1997): “many 
aspects of economic behavior may not be linear. 
Experimental evidence and casual introspection 
suggest that investors’ attitudes towards risk and 
expected return are nonlinear. The terms of many 
financial con trac ts such as options and o ther

derivative securities are nonlinear. And the strategic 
interactions among market participants, the process 
by which information is incorporated into security 
prices and the dynamics of economy wide fluctuations 
are all inherently nonlinear. Therefore, a natural 
frontier for financial econometrics is the modeling o f 
non-linear phenomena”.

Besides its heterokedasticity long-range dependence, 
long memory process has other certain  unique 
p roperties. M andelbrot and W allis (1^69) and 
Mandelbrot (191J£showed a long-range dependence 
process could demonstrate itself as a highly non- 
Gaussian time series with large skewness and kurtosis, 
and carries non-periodic cycles. A long memory 
process could allow conditional heteroskedicity (Fung 
et al 1994), which could be the explanation o f 
nonperiodic cycles. It seems a long memory model is 
more flexible than an ARCH model in terms of 
capturing irregular behaviour.

In this paper, we have tried to test the long memory 
of the Indian stock market using CNX NIFTY as the 
market proxy. For doing the same I have chosen two 
tests which are considered robust for testing the long 
memory component of markets. These two models 
could complement each other and allow a comparison 
of the robustness of the results. The paper is organized 
into the following sections: Section I is dedicated to 
motivation and objectives of the study, Section II 

« discusses the existing literature on the subject, Section
III describes data and the data characteristics, Section
IV provides the theoretical background of the models 
and the justification of their selection, and gives the 
results of the study and the Final Section gives the 
conclusions of the study.

Methodology and Objectives

experts on financial markets and economists on both 
Random Walk and Efficient Market Hypothesis have 
undertaken good amount o f research work. However, 
long memory models are relatively new to applied 
econom ics. T hough its  o rig in  dates back  to 
Mandelbrot’s (1969) work, it was not until 1980’s that
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researchers began  to  apply  the rescaled  range 
analysis, one of the tools in the long memory theory, 
to financial markets and macroeconomic prices. In 
1991 Lo modified the classical R/S method. Based 
on Beran (1994, pp-41-66), a stationary process with 
long memory has the following qualitative features:

• Certain persistence exists. In some periods the 
observations tend to stay at high levels, in some 
other periods, the observations tend to stay at low 
levels.

• During short time periods, there seem to be 
periodic cycles, However looking through the 
whole process, no apparent periodic cycles could 
be identified.

• Overall, the process looks stationary.

The primary objective of this study is to investigate if 
the price behaviour in Indian stock market can be 
characterized by long memory models. It is not hard 
to find evidence to argue that price series with random 
appearance might be non-linear dynamic. But it is 
difficult to say what kind of non-linear dynamics. 
Another commonly used stochastic model ARCH and 
its variants share similar symptoms with long memory 
models, such as non-normality and heteroscedasticity, 
but they have totally different generating mechanisms 
and implications. A time series with ARCH property 
typically has two components, a conditional mean and 
a conditional variance function. The non-linearity of 
the series com es from  the non-linearity  o f the 
conditional variance. An ARCH model that fits the 
data well could improve the prediction of the variances 
o f prices but not the price itself (Bera and Higgins
1995). A long memory model is a single mean equation 
(system) and has a flexible structure. It represents 
short as well as long memory simultaneously.

L iterature available depicts studies concerning 
developed and emerging markets, though major work 
has been undertaken for developed market like US. 
The unavailability of reliable data may one of the 
important reasons why very few studies have been 
undertaken in emerging markets. For Indian financial

market very few studies have tested long memory 
component. Some important work has been done by 
Barman and Madhusoodan (1993), Thomas (199S) 
and Basu & Morey (1998) covering Indian market. 
B asu & M orey used  V ariance R atio  Test 
methodology devised by Lo and MacKinlay to test 
the long memory of the Indian stock market. The 
current proposal is to study Indian stock market with 
respect to its long-memory using stock market returns 
during last one decade during which the stock market 
has gone through the liberalization process and also 
on few occasions it has been subject to few extreme 
volatile situations fo r many reasons. The study 
attempts to examine the efficient market hypothesis 
on Indian conditions by implementing two important 
techniques that are robust to time varying volatility. 
The study has been based on the idea that variance 
keeps changing over tim e and hence a test like 
Variance Ratio test would not only help to test the 
random walk theory in stock prices but also, being 
robust to time-varying volatility.

Stages of Reform s of Ind ian  C apital M arket

During last one decade, the Indian financial system 
has been subjected to substantial reforms with far 
reaching consequences. These reforms process has 
helped in dramatic improvement in transparency level 
in financial markets including stock market. During 
the last decade we have seen cleansing of the stock 
market system by market regulators and emergence 
of National Stock Exchange of India has greatly 
helped the system to achieve the present level of 
tran sp aren cy  and effic ien cy . T he m arket has 
undergone substantial change due to introduction of 
hedging products like futures and options. Risk 
management system has been changing in keeping 
pace with change in scenario. Other reforms in the 
form of deregulation of interest rate, tax reforms, 
banking sector reforms, reforms in the external sector, 
etc. has also helped market participants to value assets 
according to their intrinsic values. Liquidity has greatly 
increased as die market spread has reached the far 
away villages bringing investors together. The concept
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of developing a large open order book in the stock 
market made the pricing o f stocks more accurate and 
efficient and also resulted in bringing down the bid/ 
ask spread benefiting die investors community as a 
whole. International investors’ access to the domestic 
market has also helped in increasing liquidity.

The earlier work done on Indian market (Basu and 
Morey(1998) and Barman and Madhusoodan (1993), 
Thomas (1995) that has a major component from the 
pre-reforms period but not much of work has been 
done with the data pertaining to the current period. It 
is necessary to work with the current dataset as we 
need to understand how the reforms process brought 
in the level of efficiency to the stock market in India. 
Reforms process has led to a regime shift and hence 
it is necessary to test the market with the market data 
after the introduction of financial sector reforms.

The securities markets in India witnessed several 
policy initiatives during the last decade, which refined 
the market microstructure, modernised the operations 
and broadened the investment choices for the investors 
that has increased the market depth. Rolling settlement 
on T+5 was introduced in respect o f most active 251 
securities from July 2,2001 and in respect of balance 
securities from 31st December 2001. The rolling 
settlement on T+3 commenced for all listed securities 
from April 1,2002. All deferral products such as carry 
forward were banned from July 2, 2002. The trading 
in index options commenced in June 2001 and trading 
in options on individual securities commenced in July
2001. Futures contracts on individual stock were 
launched in November 2001.

The past decade in many ways has been remarkable 
fo r se cu rities  m arket in Ind ia . I t has grow n 
exponentially as measured in terms of amount raised 
from the market, number of stock exchanges and 
other intermediaries, the number o f listed stocks, 
market capitalisation, trading volumes and turnover 
on stock exchanges, and investor population. Along 
with this growth, the profiles o f the investors, issuers 
and intermediaries have changed significantly. The 
m arket has w itnessed fundam ental institutional

changes resulting in drastic reduction in transaction 
costs and significant im provements i«t efficiency* 
transparency and safety.

Indian securities m arket is getting increasingly 
integrated with the rest of the world. Indian companies 
have been permitted to raise resources from abroad 
through issue of ADRs, GDRs, FCCBs and ECBs. 
A D R s/G D R s have tw o-w ay fu n g ib ility . T he 
investm ents by FIIs enjoy fu ll capital account 
convertibility. They can invest in a company under 
portfolio investment route upto 24% of the paid up 
capital of the company. This can be increased up to 
the sectoral cap/statutory ceiling, as applicable, 
provided this has the approval of the Indian company’s 
board of directors and also its general body.

Keeping in mind the microstructure changes as well 
as regulatory changes introduced in the market at 
various stages, the entire period has been broken into 
the various time buckets. The time buckets have been 
chosen to understand how the reforms process which 
has been spread over a period of time has influence 
the stock market in India.

• July 1990 to October 2002 -  The entire period 
covering the reforms

• July 1990 to December 1994 -  Period before 
NSE en tered  the  stock  m arket aren a  in a 
significant manner

• January 1995 -  October 2002 -  The post NSE- 
period

• January 1996 -  O ctober 2002 -  Guaranteed 
settlement and Dematerialised trading

• January 1997 -  October 2002

• January 1998 -  October 2002

• January 1999 -  October 2002 -  Compulsory 
dematerialized trading

• January 2000 -  October 2002

• June 2000 -  October 2002 -  The introduction of 
Index Futures trading in India
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• January 2001 -  October 2002
• April 2001 -  October 2002 -  The market scam 

surfaced Mid removal o f carry forward system

• July 2001 -  October 2002 -  Introduction of 
compulsory rolling settlement in major listed 
stocks and change in uniform Risk management 
system on VaR basis

• November 2001 -  October 2002 -  Introduction 
o f Futures Trading on individual stocks

• January 2002 -  October 2002 -  Introduction of 
Rolling settlement for all listed securities

• April 2002 -  October 2002 -  Introduction of 
shorter settlement cycle (T+3)

Literature Review

Helms (et al 1984) applied rescaled range analysis to 
detect the existence of long memory in the futures 
prices o f the soyabean complex. With the Hurst 
exponent in the range of 0.5 to 1 indicating long 
memory, the authors found that the Hurst exponents 
ranges from 0.558 to 0.71 for daily prices o f two 
futures contracts in 1976 and from 0.581 to 0.67 for 
intra-day prices o f 5 contracts in 1977-78. Fung and 
Lo’s (1993) long memory study analyzed the prices 
of two interest rate futures markets, Eurodollars and 
Treasury Bills. The results from the classical R/S 
analysis and Lo’s (1991) modified R/S analysis provide 
no evidence o f the existence o f the long memory and 
support for the weak form EMH. Peters (1994) notes 
that most financial markets are not Gaussian in nature 
and tend to have sharper peaks and fat tails, a 
phenomenon well known in practice. One of the key 
observations made by Peters (1994) is the fact that 
most financial markets have a long memory, what 
happens today affects the future forever. One strand 
of my motivation comes from Peters, (1994) Fractal 
Market Hypothesis. Long memory analysis have been 
conducted for stock prices (Greene and Fielitz (1997), 
Aydogan and Booth (1988), Lo (1991), Cheung, Lai 
and Lai (1993), Cheung and Lai (1995), Barkoulas 
and Baum (1997)), spot and futures currency rates

(Booth, Kaen and Koveos (1982a) Cheung (1993a), 
Cheung and Lai (1993), Bhar (1994), Fang, Lai and 
Lai (1994), Barkoulas, Labys and Onochie (1997a)), 
gold prices (Booth, Kaen and Kovoes (1982b)), 
Cheung and Lai (1993)), international spot commodity 
prices (Barkoulas, Labys, and Onochie (1976b)), and 
commodity and stock index futures (Helms, Kaen and 
Koveos (1984), B arkoulas, Labys, and Onochie 
(1997a)), inflation rate (Scacciavillani (1994), Hassler 
and Wolters (1995), spot and forward metal prices 
(Fraser and MacDonald (1992)). Fung et al (1994) 
considered intraday stock index futures and tested 
for long memory by using variance ratio, R/S and 
AFIMA models. All these types of analyses concluded 
that no long memory exists in the data.

The results are mixed, but all the authors agreed that 
identification of long memory is very significant in at 
least two senses: (a) the time span and strength of 
long memory will be an important input for investment 
d ec is io n s regard in g  in v estm en t ho rizo n s and 
composition of portfolios; and (b) prediction of price 
movements will be improved. On the background of 
this, it has become important to test the long memory 
existence in Indian market taking the stock market 
data for last one decade or so to coincide the reforms 
process in the fin an c ia l m arket during  w hich 
substantial regulatory changes have taken place and 
the market practices have changed dramatically and 
various hedge products have been introduced to 
improve the risk management. This study is desirable 
as the methods used here are robust and the period 
of study is also covers a long period of time which no 
study on Indian market has done so far. Another factor 
is the choice o f a market representative index has a 
bearing on the study. A comparative study has been 
made between two important indices in India (S&P 
CNX NIFTY and BSE SENSEX) and it has been 
found that NIFTY has been less risky but has provided 
higher returns for which liquidity in NIFTY contracts 
have been extremely high whereas the contracts on 
BSE SENSEX have very low liquidity (Nath, 2002), 
Hence this study will provide a positive value to the 
existing literature.
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Data and Data Characteristics

The procedures for collecting and transforming data 
affect any serious statistical modeling. The daily 
closing values of the index NIFTY for the period from 
July 1990 to October 2002 is considered for the study. 
From July 1990 to October 1995, the NIFTY values 
used here is the simulated values maintained by IISL 
(a subsidiary of NSEIL which looks into the Index 
products of NSEIL). From November 1995 to October
2002, the actual close values of NIFTY have been 
taken for the purpose of the study. The index consists 
of underlying stocks whose closing prices determine 
the closing values of NIFTY. But using daily prices 
often encounters one problem; the limits for daily price 
changes, based on the closing price of the previous 
day. Therefore the series are truncated and that might 
distort non-linear modeling. Due to earlier provision 
of price bands, many times the stocks hit a circuit 
breaker and hence the series gets distorted. What 
we have today is not only the price bands on most of 
the individual stocks, but there is a band for the index. 
However, the analysis of daily price data is necessary 
to understand any findings. Daily returns have been

calculated for various time lags like I day, 14 day, 30 
day, 90 day, 180 day, 270 day, 360 day, 720 day and 
1800 days to understand to what extent, the long 
memory process exists, if it exists at all.

Descriptive Statistics

The Table-1 summarises the findings for the dataset 
that was divided into various time buckets according 
to their relevance:

From the descriptive statistics, we can infer some of 
major implications of microstructure changes at 
various periods of regime shifts. If we look at the 
overall market, we see that the relative risk as 
measured by standard deviation of daily returns has 
come down steadily over reforms period and the same 
is substantially low after introduction of derivatives 
and T+3 settlement system. The incidence of large 
losses have also significantly come down as we see 
from the Min values in the table. After the introduction 
of T+3 system of settlement the same has come down 
to the minimum so also large gains. We can say that 
the policy changes introduced during last few years

Table 1 - Descriptive Statistics
; ‘ Meast .. , Max M b: ' tMr'titlY Skewness Knrtosfs Jarque

-Bera
Counts

1990-02 0042577 12.08607 -12.52194 1 847241 0.025243 7.883934 2863.637 2881
1990-94 0,155762 12.08607 -12.52194 2.221817 -0.000844 . 8.048830 964.5778 927

1995-02 -0011119 7 539400 •8.840460 1.&7805 -0 028277 5.864544 668.3339 1954

J996-02 0002684 7.539400 -8.840460 1.684740 -0.035027 5 806457 564.1562 1718
1997-02 0.003854 7539400 -8.840460 1.711778 -0.123835 5.952398 538.5548 1467
1998*02 -0010329 7 539400 1.706859 -0,045841 5 502191 319.2152 1222
1999 02 0007531 7.539400 -7.709890 1.688773 -0.028226 5 784441 314 1301 972
2000-02 -0.062365 7 277060 -7 202260 1 639020 -0.097800 5 952389 258 6332 709
2001-02 -0 061818 7.269850 -6309540 1.404981 •0.074485 7.128938 326.4698 459
2002-02 *0050802 7269850 • 1.085728 - a n
Jim 00-02 -0.061323 7.269850 -6.309540 1.446814 . -0,251976 6079586 $ ..
Apr 01-02 -0.047479 7.269850 -5.499960 1.2752# 0 W il l i V' | m

Ju» 01*02 ■0.045595 7.269850 -5,499950  ̂JL2272f7 0.108543 9144727 526.1168 334
Nov 01-02 •« 008527 7269850 -2 840630 1112868 1008667 593 3900 250
Apr 02-02 -0.115194 3.845250 -2 840630 1.027278 0182298 :"4J0%&■ 8.436335 149
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had a positive impact on the market as the relative 
risk has come down steadily.

Stationarity Condition Testing

To use the data for analysis, the time series should be 
subjected to stationarity condition. To claim that 
information on the past behavior o f an asset’s price or 
returns may be of some value in predicting its future, the 
implicit assumption is that that there is some regularity 
in the way the random nature o f the time series is 
generated. This also implies that any models that claim 
to explain this behavior must also possess this 
fundamental regularity. One way to narrow down what 
“regularity” means for a random variable over time is 
the concept of stationarity. A time series, X(, is said to 
be weakly stationary (or wide-sense stationary or 
covariance stationary) if it fulfills three properties:

1. Mean is constant over time: e \x , ] = jj. for all t.
(E q .l)

2. V ariance is co n stan t over tim e: 

V ar[x , ] = E ] iX t -  p f  1 = a \  for all /.
(Eq. 2)

3. Covariance between any two values o f the series 
depends only on their distance apart in time (k) 
not on th e ir absolu te  location  in tim e (t).
C o v [ x , ,x , - k ]= e [(x , -  v \ x t_k - / / ) ]  = r (k )

(Eq- 3)

It is possible to relax these requirements further and 
still do some analysis but it becomes harder. If property
1. does not hold for example, then given n different 
observations on X, one would have to estimate n 
different means - one for each period. This means 
th a t there are im m ediately  as m any unknown 
parameters as data points, and we have not even 
worried about variances and covariances yet. By 
assuming weak stationarity it becomes far simpler to 
estim ate the single mean and variance, and the 
covariances o f  interest. Levels o f  economic and 
financial time series are generally non-stationary 
because they exhibit trends over tim e. Standard 
procedure is to transform the data, in an intelligent 
way, so that the result is stationary. This normally 
Vol. 26, No.4, October-December, 2002 7

involves graphing the levels o f the variables o f interest 
against time. If  the data appear to lie on a straight 
line, then first differences o f  the data (X fX t.  j ) will 
are generally  sta tionary . I f  the data  lie on an 
exponential curve, then taking logs o f the data and 
first differencing the logs {i.e. use zt=xt-xt- i ,  where 
xt=ln(Xt)} generally results in a stationary series.

Time series whose levels or log-levels are stationary are 
said to be integrated of order 0, termed 1(0). Time series 
whose first-differences are stationary are said to be 
integrated o f order 1, termed 1(1). Time series whose 
k^-differences are stationary are said to be integrated 
o f order k, termed I(k). Most financial time series are 
either 1(0) or 1(1). Returns are generally 1(0) and asset 
prices, which under market efficiency follow a Random 
Walk, are 1(1). The D-F equation only tests for first order 
autocorrelation. If the order is higher, the test is invalid 
and the D-F equation suffers from residual correlation. 
It is important to know the order o f integration o f non- 
stationary variables, so they may be differenced before 
being included in a regression equation. The ADF test 
does this, but it should be noted that it tends to have low 
power (i.e. it fails to reject Ho of non-stationarity even 
when false) against the alternative o f  a stationary series 
with r  near to 1. Phillips -  Perron Test also can provide 
satisfactory results for testing the stationarity conditions.

To test the data series for stationarity condition, the 
paper has used both ADF and Phillips-Perron Tests. 
The tests have been performed for Exchange rate 
close values, their log values and returns.

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test

In the usual DF tests, it is assumed that the error 
term u(t) was uncorrelated but in the case u(t) are 
correlated, Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests can be 
used to test the stationary condition. The test is 
conducted by augmenting the equations by adding the 
lagged values o f the dependent variable. The number 
o f lagged difference terms to include is determined 
empirically, the idea being to include enough terms so 
that the error term in the equation as given in equation
4 is serially uncorrelated. Presently we have used the 
ADF test o f  the unit root with drift hypothesis against 
the linear trend stationarity hypothesis. ^
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Auxiliary model: z(t)-z(t-l) = a .z(t-l) + b(l).(z(t-l>- 
z(t-2)) + ...+ b(p).(z(t-p)-z(t-p-l)) + b(p+l) 
+b(p+2).t +  u(t), (Eq. 4)

t = p+2,...,n, where u(t) is white noise.

The variables to be tested is z(t)= Close values of NIFTY, 
Log Values of NIFTY and Log of return of NIFTY.

Null hypothesis H(0): z(t) is a unit root with drift 
process: a = 0.

Alternative hypothesis HI: z(t) is a trend stationary 
process: a < 0.

The test statistic is the t-value of a. and the the default

lag width is p = [cnAr], where: c = 5 and r = 0.25 (p = 
36) and n= 2881 (no. of observations). Selection of p 
under the null hypothesis has been done by the Akaike 
(AC), H annan-Q uinn (HQ), and Schw arz (SC) 
information criteria.

ADF Test outcomes are given in Table-2. 

P h illip s-Perron  Tests

An important assumption of the DF test is that the error 
terms u(t) are independently and identically distributed. 
ADF test just adjusts the DF test to take care of possible 
serial correlation in the error terms by adding the lagged

Table 2 - ADF Test Results

t-vaine p>-va!ue CntJca)
VSaWas

Critical
Values

Critical
Vatues

Eesult

Nifty C to e
Log-Nifty

Lofc&tfum * 
significance level

0.33 -3.966

-3966

-3.414

"2 -M W

\/m$9

-3 129

HO is not rejected at the 10% significance level 

HO it not rejected at the 10% significance level 

HO is rejected in favor of HI, at the 5%

difference terms of the regressand. Phillips and Perron 
use nonparametric statistical method to take care of serial 
correlation in the error terms without adding lagged 
difference terms. Asymptotic distribution of the PP test 
is the same as the ADF test statistic. We have used the 
Phillip-Perron test of the unit root with drift hypothesis 
against the linear trend stationarity hypothesis.

Maintained hypothesis: z(t) = a*z(t-l) + b + c*t + u(t) 
(Eq. 5)

where u(t) is a zero-mean stationary process.

Null hypothesis HO: z(t) is a unit root with drift process 
(a = 1)

A lternative hypothesis H I: z(t) is a linear trend 
stationary process: a < 1

The test involved is based on n(Alpha - 1), where 
Alpha is the OLS

estimate of the AR parameter ,a*. The test employs 
a Newey-West type variance estimator of the long-

run variance of u(t), with truncation lag m = [c.nAr], 
where c > 0 and 0 < r < 0.5. The default values of 
c and r are c = 5, r = 0.25. However, this test may 
have low pow er against the trend sta tionarity  
hypothesis. Here m = 36 = [c.nArj, where c=5, 
r=0.25, n=2881.

The PP iest outcome are given in Table -3.

Both the tests (ADF as well as Phillips-Perron) have 
revealed that the log return series is stationary while 
the original time series as well as their log values are 
non-stationary. Hence the study has used the log 
returns for the analysis.

A u toco rre la tion  Test R esults

Two common tools exist to identify the autocorrelation 
structure in a tim e series: The A utocorrelation 
Function (ACF) & The Partia l A utocorrelation 
Function (PACF). The ACF indicates the strength of 
the correlation in a time series between xt and
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Table 3 - Phillips-Perron Test Results
s U t a H Ht. >*

v*\

p-vaJoe 1
Vahies 
at 5 * '■■'li’t f n

>wmn*GO*-: 0.22 21 78 HOitwartjerorfatthc 10% agmficmjcc level

Log-Ntftv -1444 021 09960 -21,78 18 42 Wwofttrtsieciedajthe 10*- sgwficaoce level

Log-Retum W7018 0.00 M X -2178 m  vigecKdj&fiBraref HI. at H* 5 *  significance

The PACF describes the correlation between x t and 
Xf.fc that isn’t explained by lower values of k. For 
example, is there any left-over correlation at a lag of

2 that isn ’t explained by the lag 1 relationship? 
Correlogram with level given in the Table-4 (with 36 
lags) gives us a very satisfactory result

Table-4 : Auto Correlations Test Results
(Sample 7/02/1990 10/31/2002 Included observations 2881)

Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC (SAC Q-SUI PW*

I*! l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
ts
is
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
as 
26 , 
i t  
21 ’
a? *

31
M f f i

*>rt

0.117 
-0 026 
0.026 
0.027 
0 008 

■0.022 
-0.027 
-0.012 
0.063 
0 035 

-0006 
0 040 
0 027 

-0.018 
0 030 
0.013 
0.028 
0.009 

“0.029 
-0 019 
0 033 
0.006 
0.020 
0.021 

-0.042 
-0.043 
0021 

- 6.021 
*0,043

: s

0.il7 
-0,041 
0.034 
0.019 
0.005 
-0.023 
-0 023

0.066 
0.022 

-0.007 
0.041 
0012 
-0.0Z3 
0.037 
0.004 
0.032 
0.000 

-0.032 
0 013 
0.031 

-0.006 
0.030 
0.013 

-0.052 
-0.037 
0 022 

-0.026 
-0.027 
-0.026 
*0.038 
0.0J2,
dote

39.464
41,489
43.405
45.461
43.65.1 
46.992 
49.034 
49.457 
61.046 
64.639 
64 747 
69.466 
71 614 
72.538 
75 122 
75.580 
77.934 
78 168
80 615
81 714 
84.913 
85.008 
86.184 
87.455 
92.550 
97.835 
99 091 
100.36 
105.72 
108.1*3 
UMS 
111 38 
113.41
114.01 

• 115.20

0.000 
0.000 
0,000 
0.000 
0 000 
oooo 
0.000 
0.000 
0 000 
0 000 
0 000 
0 000 
0 000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 000 
0.000 
0 000 
0.000 
0.060 
0.000 
0.000 
0000 
0000 
0.000 
0000 
oooo 
0 000 
oooo 
o-ooo 
oooo 
0<H»Q 
0.000
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ARCH Test

Heteroskedasticity refers to unequal variance in the 
regression errors. Heteroskedasticity can arise in a 
variety o f ways and a number o f tests have been 
proposed. Typically a test is designed to test the null 
hypothesis of homoskedasticity (equal error variance) 
against some specific alternative heteroskedasticity 
specifica tion . M any econom ic tim e series are 
nonstationary in mean and variance. Other features 
that some economic time series exhibit are episodes 
of unusually high variance that may persist for awhile. 
One way of modeling these features is to model the 
variance as well as the series. In forecasting an 
economic time series, we have seen the importance 
of using conditional forecasts, for example, one period 
ahead forecasts conditional on all current and past 
knowledge. In the same way, if the variance is not 
constant, conditional forecasts of the variance can 
be important to the forecaster, especially in situations 
where risk is important. An example is portfolio 
analysis where forecasts of the mean return for the 
holding period as well as the variance for the holding 
period are critical to the decision maker.

Suppose, for example, that the time series is an AR(1):

Y (t) = a0 + a i( t - l )  + e(t) Eq. 6)

where the error has mean zero and,

e^(t) = ao +  aj e^(t-l) + a2e^(t-2) + ... + WN(t). *■

Eq 7)

If the parameters a i , a2, etc. are zero then the
expected  estim ated  variance is constan t or
homoskedastic:

Et-l[€2(t)] = a o . (Eq 8)

The above model postulates that volatility in the
current period is related to the previous period plus a 
white noise error term. If a2  is positive, it suggests 
that if volatility was high in the previous period, it will 
continue to be high in the current period, indicating 
volatility clustering. If a\ is zero, then there is no 
volatility clustering. (Engel, 1982)

Engle Multiplicative ARCH model-takes it one step
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further. Suppose the erro r p rocess, e(t) has a 
multiplicative structure:

e(t) = WN(t) V k + k  + e 2( t - l )  ] (Eq 9)

where the mean of the white noise series is zero and 
its variance is one, the white noise and lagged error, 
e(t-l), are independent, and ao is greater than zero 
and a i lies between zero and one. The mean of the 
error process, e(t), conditional or unconditional will 
be zero. The error process w ill not be serially  
correlated, and its unconditional variance will be 
constant. However, the conditional variance of the 
error process will be autoregressive of order one, i.e. 
ARCH(l).

After conducting the regression on the lagged squared 
residuals coming of the regression done with lagged 
values o f the log returns of the exchange rate data, 
we find 

2
R = 0.075909028 & T (number of observations) = 
2879

To test if  we actually have ARCH in the data we 
need to do W hite’s ARCH test. And to do the same 
we need to compute R2*T where T is the number 
o f o b se rv a tio n s  and R 2 is th e  R 2 from  the  
regression  done on squared  erro rs. The value 
becomes 0.075909028*2879 = 218.5421 that is 
higher than 3.841, (x 2 -  table) the 5% critical 
values with 1 degree of freedom. Hence we need 
to accept that the series used for the analysis (log 
returns) has evidence o f ARCH. To take care of 
the same, we now move to use the estim ates of 
the conditional variance to do a w eighted least 
square regression to estim ate the mean equation. 
While doing the second regression on the squared 
residuals and its lagged values, we have already 
c a lcu la ted  the se ries  o f  our e s tim ates o f  the 
cond itional variance, St (ha t). Now we create  
another series taking the original relevant values 
from the return series and dividing the same by the 
sq u a re  ro o t o f  th e  re le v a n t e s tim a te  o f  th e  
conditional variance. And now we regress the 
series on its lagged values and find that the residuals 
(error terms) from this regression have a mean of
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0 and variance o f 1. Hence the errors from this 
regression  are d istribu ted  w ith mean zero and 
variance 1 and we can safely use the series for 
our analysis.

Now let us concentrate to see if the trends indicate 
the persistence of long memory in S&P CNX NIFTY 
returns using two important methodologies.

Tests of Normality of the Data

Sharpe (1970) notes that: “normal distributions assign 
very little likelihood to the occurrence of really extreme 
values. But such values occur quite often." Turner 
and Weigel (1990) (as quoted in Peters, 1996) in an 
extensive study of volatility, using S&P index returns 
from 1928 through 1990, found that “daily return 
d istrib u tio n s fo r the Dow Jones and S&P are 
negatively skewed and contain a larger frequency of 
returns around the mean interspaced with infrequent 
very large and very small returns as compared to a 
normal distribution."

While analyzing the CNX NIFTY returns data for 
the period from July 1990 to October 2002 it was found 
that the tails were a bit fatter, and more significantly 
the peak around the mean was higher than predicted 
by the normal distribution. This can be seen from the 
graph below and the table. The m ost common 
explanation of the fat tails is that information shows 
up in infrequent clumps, rather than in a smooth and

continuous fashion. What we can also see from the 
above, at both the tails, we have incidence of three 
and four sigma event. The daily returns are positively 
skewed for NIFTY and contain a large frequency of 
returns around the mean (Table 5 and Chart 1 and 2).

Kernel density graph gives us a clear understanding 
of the Nifty returns distribution (Chart 2).

Now let us concentrate to see if the trends indicate 
the persistence o f long memory in NIFTY returns 
using two important methodologies.

7 7 5

1  T „*- \  T T .T

1 2 » i
O feevrtgn. a m ,
Mod 0.0*2377

Medue 0.033000

12.0M07
Miointum- 1252194

'S tS b e v . ‘ \xkm i
0.023243

Kurtcws 1.881934
m i 637

Probability ooooooo

ittTJE.fr r.T.T-n

Table 5 : Test of Normility
Descriptive Statistics for RETURN LOG 01

Categorized by values of RETURN_LOGJ) 1

Sample: 12881

Included observations 2881

RETURf)„LOG_0! Max Sten. Std.Dev Skewness Kurtosis Obs.
1-15,-10) -ffcrnlV -117272 -24.2491 0 561994 0 2
[-10,-5) -501328 -m m 1 142896 -09036i 2 674825 31

1 18719 A.®* -16133? 0.964874 -1.2KJ52 4247503 1359

i a B I j l j M 1200034 * w l p 1152,049 10l05(il 1 152271 402173 1460

I5*1® ,  • t  t t g l 178.3712% t 1451621 .2399^92 27
U0, 15) jts fm ■nr&v 0313015 'V,'W
All 0,042577. -I2J3W JL847241 0025239 7 881197
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Persistence Tests

If asset prices display long memory, or long-term 
dependence, they exhibit significant autocorrelation 
between observations widely separated in time. This 
implies that what has happened not only in recent past 
but long time back has a bearing on the today’s market 
prices and hence existence of an autocorrelation 
between these observations. Today’s risk containment 
policies followed in Indian securities market is built 
on the basis of historical price behaviour. Since the 
series realizations are not independent over time, 
realizations from the remote past can help us predict 
future movements in asset prices. Persistence in share 
returns has a special claim  on the attention of 
investors because any predictable trend in returns 
should be readily exploitable by an appropriate 
strategy.

A number of studies have tested the long memory 
hypothesis for stock market returns. Peters (1989) 
used Hurst Rescaled Range (R/S) analysis to measure 
non-periodic cycles in financial data. He concluded 
that capital market prices do not reflect information 
immediately, as the efficient market hypothesis 
assumes, but rather follow a biased random walk that 
reflects persistence. Using the rescaled range (R/S) 
method, Greene and Fielitz (1977) also reported

evidence of persistence in daily U.S. stock returns 
series. Barkoulas and Baum used Spectral Regression 
Test to test the long memory of US stocks and found 
only few stock do have long memory.

Related research into stock market overreaction has 
also  uncovered  ev idence  tha t a m easu re  o f  
predictability can be identified ex post in stock returns. 
Specifically , shares o f com panies, w hich have 
performed well in the past subsequently, perform less 
well in the future, while shares, which have performed 
badly in the past usually improve their performance 
(MacDonald and Power, 1992).

However, according to some authors, the classical 
R/S test is biased toward finding long-term memory 
too frequently. Stock market returns may follow biased 
time paths that standard statistical tests cannot 
distinguish from random behavior. Rescaled range 
analysis can be used to detect long-term, non-periodic 
cycles in stock market returns. If this technique is 
not applied correctly , how ever, then  it can be 
influenced by short-term  biases, leading to the 
erroneous conclusion that the stock market has long
term memory.

Lo (1991) developed a modified R/S method, which 
addresses some of the drawbacks of the classical R/ 
S method. Using the variant of R/S analysis, Lo finds 
no evidence to support the presence of long memory 
in U.S. stock returns. Applying Lo test, which does 
not rely on standard regression techniques and is 
robust to short-term dependence, provides statistical 
support for the hypothesis that stock market returns 
follow a random walk (Ambrose, 1993). Using both 
the modified R/S method and the spectral regression 
method, Cheung and Lai (1995) find no evidence of 
persistence in several international stock returns 
series. Crato (1994) reports similar evidence for the 
stock returns series of the G-7 countries using exact 
maximum likelihood estimation. Wright (1999) used 
AFRIMA model to test long memory in emerging 
m arket includ ing  Ind ia  and cam e up w ith the 
conclusion that emerging markets appear to have 
considerable serial correlation which stands contrast 
to the results for the developed markets like US,
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where there is little evidence for any serial correlation 
in stock returns.

The primary focus o f these studies has been the 
stochastic long memory behaviour of stock returns in 
major capital markets. In contrast, the long memory 
behaviour in sm aller markets has received little 
attention. Contrary to findings for major capital 
markets, Barkoulas, Baum, and Travlos in a Working 
Paper found significant and robust evidence of positive 
long-term persistence in the Greek stock market.

Today, we see an overwhelming response to emerging 
markets from investors across the world. These 
markets have provided diversification opportunity to 
international investors. It must be noted that such 
markets are very likely to exhibit characteristics 
different from those observed in developed capital 
markets as the market micro-structure is different in 
emerging markets vis-a-vis developed ones. Biases 
due to market thinness and non-synchronous trading 
should be expected to be more severe in the case of 
the emerging markets. In case of Indian stock market, 
we have seen on many occasions irregularities in price 
behaviour not because of the true market conditions 
but due to some sort of manipulations carried out by 
a group of greedy market participants to throw the 
market out of gear. Another important factor that need 
to be considered is that these emerging markets have 
been going through many regulatory changes to 
improve the efficiency level and can not be fully 
compared with the developed and established markets.

In this study, we look for evidence of long memory in 
Indian capital market. We have used data about 
returns from the National Stock Exchange of India 
Ltd. to check for persistence of long memory in daily 
returns data. The Nifty data is actual closing values 
from November 1995 to October 2002 while the data 
pertaining to the period before November 1995 has 
been simulated NIFTY data using the closing prices 
of the related stocks that might have been obtained 
from other stock exchanges before NSEIL started 
operation in November 1994. These dataset has been 
constructed by NSEIL while building NIFTY and the 
same is available with IISL Two statistical methods
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have been used for the test: (a) the Variance Ratio 
Test and (b) the Hurst Exponent (R/S Analysis) to 
test the data. These two tests have been selected to 
find out if both give the same result or the results 
differ even if we use the same dataset.

Variance Ratio Test

The variance  ra tio  tes t has been used to tes t 
p erm anent as w ell as the tem porary  m em ory 
components. Barman & Madhusoodan (1993) carried 
out the test for Indian market to find out the long 
memory.

Variance Ratio Test popularized by Cochrane (1988), 
and used by MacDonald and Power (1992) etc. can 
be explained as below:

Z(*)=(l/*)* {Var(Xt.k)/Var(Xt)} ......(10)

Where Xt denotes a one period return, obtained from 
the first difference o f the natural logarithmic of the 
share price, and Xt_k denotes the ^-period return 
calculated using the fcth difference of the share price. 
The possibilities are as follows:

1. If the price series follows a random walk, this 
ratio should equal unity.

2. If the series is stationary, the ratio will tend to 
zero.

3. If share price exhibit mean reversion, Z (k) should 
lie between zero and one.

4. Values of Z (k) above one indicate that a current 
increase in the value of the share price will be 
reinforced in the future by further positive 
increases.

Performing the above analysis on the data of more 
than 10 years o f NIFTY closing values, following 
results were obtained and given in Table - 6.

The above tests show some interesting results. The 
above results show that in the short as well as long 
term the variance ratio has been less than 1 that 
indicates there is a definite mean reversion tendency 
for the Indian stock market if we consider NIFTY as
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Table 6 : Variation Ratio Test Results

37.1816
D7369 0.7070

90 dapt 
2?4J72i. 
' 049J4 Il

f 270 days HOdays
13 46.9013. 

0883* 04214 - Mm

the market proxy. But for the time lag o f 5 years, it is 
moving towards 0. The interesting point to note here 
is that for the lag of 360 days, we have the Variance 
Ratio that is close 1.

R/S Analysis

H, a Hurst exponent, is produced by the rescaled range 
analysis, or R/S analysis which was established by 
hydrologist H E Hurst in 1951, further developed by 
B Mandelbrot in the 1960s and 1970s, and applied to 
economic price analysis by Booth et al (1982), Helms 
et al (1982) Peters (1989) and others in 1980s. For a 
given time series, the Hurst exponent measures the 
long-term nonperiodic dependence and indicates the 
averagexluration the dependence may last. Standard 
autocorrelation tests detect long-term dependency in 
stock market prices if dependent behaviour is periodic 
and if  the period icity  is consisten t over tim e. 
Fundamental historical changes however alter the 
period of cycles. M andelbrot (1972) proposes a 
s ta tis tic  to m easure the degree of long-te rm  
dependency, in particular, “non periodic cycles'*. The 
rescaled range, or R/S statistic, is formed by measuring 
the range between the maximum and minimum 
distances that the cumulative sum of a stochastic 
random variable has strayed from its mean and then 
dividing this by its standard deviation. An unusually 
small R/S measure would be consistent with mean 
reversion, for instance, while an unusually large one 
would be consistent with return persistence. To 
construct this statistic, consider a sample of returns 
X i, X 2 ,.......X n and let C denote the sample mean.

Q n = l/(s n [ max 2  ( X j - C n ) -  min 2  ( X j - C
n>3

......(H)
In his original work, Mandelbrot suggested using the 
sample standard deviation estimator for the scaling 
factor, a  n
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We have used this as my second technique to judge 
persistence in stock market returns. Peters (1994) 
has discussed this method in a simpler and neater way.
Let us take a series o f data X j, X 2 ........ . X n and let
C denote the sample mean. Let s n again be the 
standard deviation. The rescaled range was calculated 
by first rescaling or “norm alizing" the data by 
subtracting the sample mean:

Z r = X r - C  r  = l ,2 ... . . .n  ............(12)

The resulting series, Z, now has a mean of zero. The 
next step creates a cumulative time series Y:

Y 1 = Z  1 + Z r r = 2 ,3.........n ............. (13)

Note that by definition the last value of Y (Y n) will 
always be zero because Z has a mean of zero. The 
adjusted range, R n is the maximum minus the 
minimum value o f the Y r :

R n = m a x (Y 1 ,.. . ,Y n ) -m in (Y 1 , . . . ,Y n ) ...(14)

The subscript n for R n now signifies that this is the
adjusted range for X j, X 2 . ..... . X n . Because Y has
been adjusted to a mean of zero, the maximum value 
of Y will always be greater than or equal to zero, and 
the minimum will always be less than or equal to zero. 
Hence, the adjusted range R n will always be non
negative.

However, this equation applies only to time series in 
Brownian motion: that have mean zero and variance 
equal to one. To apply to any time series (like stock 
returns), we need to generalize the equation. Hurst 
found that the following was a more general form of 
equation:

R/o = c * n .........(15)

The R/S (or Rto) value is referred to as the rescaled 
range analysis because it has mean zero and is 
expressed in terms of local standard deviation. In
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general, the R/S value scales as we increase the time
increment, n, by a “power-law” value equal to H,
generally called the Hurst exponent.

The procedure used for calculations is listed below
(Peters, 1994; pp. 62-63).

1. Begin with a time series of length M. Convert 
this into a time series of length N = M -  1 of 
logarithmic ratios: Nj = log(Mj+ i / Mj), I = 1,2,3, 
.......... , (M -l)

2. Divide this time period into A contiguous sub 
periods of length n, such that A*n = N. Label
each sub period Ia with a = 1,2,3......A. Each
elem ent in Ia is labeled Nk>a such that k = 
1,2,3,...n. For each Ia of length n, the average 
value is defined as: en = (1/n) * S Nk>a where en 
= average value of the Ni contained in sub period 
Ia o f length n.

3. The time series of accumulated departures (X j^ ) 
from the mean value for each sub period Ia is defined 
35 x k,a = (Ni,a “  ea) where k = 1,2,3, . . ..n

4. The range is defined as the maximum minus the 
minimum value of X^ a within each sub period 
Ia : R ja = max(X]c a) -  Min (Xfc a) where 1<= 
k<= n

5. The sample standard deviation calculated for each 
sub period Ia : Sja = (1/n) * S(Nj a -  ea2)°-50

6. Each range Rja is now normalized by dividing 
the S ia corresponding to it. Therefore, the 
rescaled range for each Ia sub period is equal to 
Rla / S ja. From step 2, we had A contiguous sub 
periods of length n. Therefore, the average R/S 
value for length n is defined as (R/S)n = (1/A) *
S (RIa / SIa)

7. The length n is increased to the next higher value, 
and (M -l) /n is an integer value. We use values 
of n that include the beginning and ending points 
of the time series, and steps 1 through 6 are 
repeated until n = (M -l)/2.

Hurst’s Empirical Law

Hurst (1951) also gave a formula for estimating the 
value of H from a single R/S value (as quoted in Peters,
1996):

H = log (R/S) /  log (n/2) ....(16)

where n = number o f observations

In this way Hurst generalized an equation valid for 
the Brownian motion in order to include a broader 
class of time series. In fact, Einstein studied the 
properties of the Brownian motion and found that the 
distance R covered by a particle undergoing random 
collisions is directly proportional to the square-root of 
time n:

0.5
R=c*n ...(17)

where c is a constant which depends on the time-series.

This equation assumes that the constant c of the above 
equation is equal to 0.5. Feder (1988) shows that the 
empirical law tends to overstate H when it is greater 
than 0.70 and understate it when it is less than or 
equal to 0.40. However for short data sets, where 
regression is not possible, the empirical law can be 
used as a reasonable estimate. It is clear that H is a 
param eter tha t re la te s  m ean R/S values for 
subsamples of equal length of the series to the number 
of observations within each equal length subsample. 
H is always greater than 0.

The method discussed above would become clearer 
by looking at the calculations done for NIFTY data' 
We can use daily NIFTY closing data for the last 
decade (i.e. 1990 to 2002) and calculate daily 
logarithmic returns. The same data has been used to 
estimate H for all relevant periods of time since plotting 
a line between log (R/S) vs log (N) is very difficult. 
Plotting such a line requires lots of more data points 
like the ones ca lcu la ted . There are 3 d is tin c t 
classifications for the Hurst exponent (H):

1. H = 0.5
H equal to 0.5 denotes a random series, the process 
is white noise.
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2. 0<=H < 0.5

T his type o f  system  is anti persisten t or mean 
reverting. That means if  the system has been up in 
the previous period, it is likely to be down in the next 
period. The strength of anti-persistent behaviour will 
depend on how close H is to 0.

3. 0.5 < H  <1.0

Here we have a persistent or trend reinforcing series, 
long memory structure exists. That means, if the series 
has been up (down) in the last period, hence the 
chances are that it w ill continue to be positive 
(negative) in the next period. Trends are apparent. 
The strength o f the trend-reinforcing behaviour, or 
persistence, increases as H approaches 1. The closer 
H is to 0.5, the noisier it will be and the trend would 
be less defined. Persistent series are fractional 
Brownian motion, or biased random walks. The 
strength of the bias depends on how far H is above 
0.50. The greatest advantage of R/S analysis is that 
the m easure is independent o f the distribution 
assumption for a given series. The robustness of 
results remains unaffected regardless whether the 
distribution is normal or non-normal. The dependence 
the H urst exponent cap tu res is the non linear 
relationship inherent in the structure of the series 
(Peters (1991)).

The results of the test for the NIFTY returns are 
listed below in Table-7:

None of the values for the time lags is equal to 0.50 
indicating that Indian stock market can not be said to 
follow random walk in so far as the daily returns are 
concerned when we use NIFTY as the market proxy. 
This shows that there is a definite possibility for 
persistence in the NIFTY returns for all time lags 
except for the lag o f 360 days. Here we have a 
persistent or trend reinforcing series, long memory 
structure possibly exists. But all values are very close

to 0.50 leading us to believe that there is enough noise 
in the series and the trend is not perfecdy established. 
However, for the shorter period (up to 9 months time 
lag), the values are reasonably h igher than 0.5 
indicating a definite possibility for persistence.

Conclusion

The analysis shows that the market changes in the 
policies had a positive impact in the market as a whole 
as the risk measured in terms of standard deviation 
of daily returns have come down steadily and has been 
the lowest after the introduction of futures contracts 
on individual stocks as well as introduction of T+3 
settlement system. However, to test the efficient 
market hypothesis in terms o f persistence test, we 
come to see that the results do not give a conclusive 
proof of persistence for all time lags though most of 
the lags see a trend-reinforcing tendency structure in 
the daily returns data. The results from the Variance 
ratio test show that in the short as well as long term 
the variance ratio has been less than 1 that indicates 
there is a definite mean reversion tendency for the 
Indian stock market if we consider NIFTY as the 
market proxy. But for the time lag of 5 years, it is 
moving towards 0. The interesting point to note here 
is that for the lag of 360 days, we have the Variance 
Ratio that is close 1. The R/S analysis used to 
calculate H (Hurst exponent) shows that none of the 
values for the time lags is equal to 0.50 indicating 
that Indian stock market can not be said to follow 
random  walk in so far as the daily returns are 
concerned when we use NIFTY as the market proxy. 
The test shows that there is a definite possibility for 
persistence in the NIFTY returns for all time lags 
except for the lag o f 360 days. The 360-days time lag 
shows an indication of mean-reversion and no long 
m em ory com ponent. H ere, overa ll we have a 
persistent or trend reinforcing series, long memory 
structure possibly exists. But all values are very close

Table-7 Hurst’s Empricai Law Test Results

14 days 30 days 90 days ■ T odays 1800 day
Horst Exponent 0.61323 0 64023 0 61002 0.58U0 0.401780 037223 0,54198
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to 0.50 leading us to believe that there is enough noise 
in the series and the trend is not perfectly established. 
However, for the shorter period (up to 9 months time 
lag), the values are reasonably higher than 0.5 
indicating a definite possibility for persistence. In 
either case, analysis shows that the movement of 
stock prices does not follow a random movement. 
However, a more rigid analysis needs to be performed, 
maybe by using Lo’s modified R/S Analysis. Also, 
for a foolproof analysis, the data used should be for a 
period longer than just one decade. Studies need to be 
undertaken on individual stocks to understand if the 
component stocks of the proxy also follow the same 
pattern and in case they do not follow the trend as given 
by either Variance ratio test or R/S analysis for NIFTY, 
what could be the possible explanation. These studies 
need to be conducted to understand if the present risk 
containment system applicable in capital market 
margining is in line with the long memory of the capital 
market. If there is not enough proof to support long 
memory, then we can discard the path of historical 
volatility to use as margining principles and go for some 
alternative method of capturing the risk.
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